2016 programming

Choose the Advanced Training and Continuing Education Program that from more than 30 years AIC is promoting to increase clinical and professional excellence, the deep knowledge of the latest generation of minimally invasive techniques and the communication among the best professionals in Conservative and Restorative Dentistry.

May 5, 2016 / RIVA DEL GARDA
PRE-CONGRESS COURSE
Recipes for designing a smile: Prep, Minimal Prep and no Prep. Just be guided!
Speakers: Galip Gurel, Stefan Koubi

May 6 to 7, 2016 / RIVA DEL GARDA
18th NATIONAL CONGRESS
PREP FOR LESS
30 years of AIC
"Excellence from traditional to digital approach"
Speakers: Mario Alessio Allegri, Riccardo Ammannato, Lorenzo Breschi, Renato Cocconi, Francesco Ferretti, Galip Gurel, Stefan Koubi, Luca Landi, Piero Alessandro Marcoli, Marco Nicastro, Andrea Ricci, Monaldo Saracinelli, Nicola Scotti

May 7, 2016 / RIVA DEL GARDA
COURSE RESERVED TO DENTAL TECHNICIANS
"Programming Digital Smile with iPad"
Speaker: Vincent Castellano

May 7, 2016 / RIVA DEL GARDA
COURSE RESERVED TO DENTAL HYGIENISTS
“The role of Dental Hygienist in Adhesive Restorative Dentistry"
Speakers: Michael Cassette, Anna Maria Genovesi, Massimo Nuvina, Marisa Roncati, Gaetano Paolone, Antonio Pelliccia, John Sammarco

November 26, 2016
UPDATNG COURSE
"AIC Welcomes SIDO - Ortho and Restorative: synergies"